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The EPEXC-1C-GFI-50C-BCE Explosion Proof GFCI Cord Whip allows
operators in flammable work sites to extend power connections. This
explosion proof accessory is compatible with 125V and comes with a 15-
amp continuous service rating. The cord features 14/3 SOOW properties,
making it suitable for rugged, industrial applications.
The EPEXC-1C-GFI-50C-BCE explosion proof cord whip allows operators to
safely operate their lighting or equipment cords beyond the boundaries of the
hazardous work area. Rated at 15 amps of continuous service, this unit consists of
a 15-amp 125V 5-15 cord cap connected to one foot of 14/3 SOOW cord with
explosion proof GFCI protection and 50' of 14/3 SOOW cord with a blunt-cut end.
The cord is chemical and abrasion resistant and comes with in-line 20-amp, GFCI
protection.
The plugs on these units are of a twist lock design. In order for a secure and
working connection to take place, the operator must insert the plug and twist
until it locks into place. This ensures a safe seal is made before any sparks from
electrical contact can take place. To ensure the highest safety, operators should
make connections outside of the hazardous area.
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Inter-Compatibility: These cords use T style plugs and will work with non-
explosion proof standard receptacles and plugs (NEMA 5-15R, 5-20R, or 6-20R)
but will not work with standard 120V wall outlets. The included plug is cross-
interchangeable with Crouse Hind™ part# ENP5201 plugs and receptacles and
Hubble-Killiark part# UGP-20231 ACCEPTOR® plugs and receptacles. Any
equipment requiring these C-H or H-B plugs should work with these cords. Due to
possible manufacturer changes we cannot guarantee interchangeability although
we have made every effort to ensure cross compatibility correctness.
Suggested Applications: Manufacturing, Industrial, Warehouse, Lighting,
Explosion Proof Light Fixtures, Grinders, Wet areas or Locations Where
Combustible Dust is Present.
At Larson Electronics, we do more than meet your lighting needs. We also provide
replacement, retrofit, and upgrade parts as well as industrial grade power
accessories. Our craftsmen can custom build any lighting system and/or
accessories to fit the unique demands of your operation. A commitment to
honesty, quality, and dependability has made Larson Electronics a leader in the1
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lighting and electronics business since 1973. Contact us today at 800-369-6671 or
message sales@larsonelectronics.com for more information about our custom
options tailored to meet your specific industry needs.
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